Conspiracy against Syria
is a Conspiracy against the Arab World

Two things President Obama could not hide are:
1- U.S. interests in the region as an excuse to interfere in its internal affairs.
2- The security of Israel and U.S. commitment to it which is considered as part of its security, and here we conclude that the policy that Washington is trying to impose on the Arab and Islamic region is not a policy that serves the direct U.S. interests but also intended to serve the Zionist expansionist scheme.

Motives of the conspiracy against Syria
One of the main motives of the conspiracy against Syria except for its strategic location in the Arab-Zionist conflict is its regional role which is represented in adopting a policy of cooperation between the main partisan currents in the Arab world as well to coordinate relations with the governments of the region.

The necessity of unifying Arab efforts
His Excellency Mr. President met Mr. Nabil Al Arabi the Secretary General of the Arab League and discussed with him the situation on the Arab arena and confirmed the necessity of enhancing work within the frame of Arab league to solve the Arab causes.
His Excellency reviewed with his guest reforms in Syria and the plans to build a modern democratic state.
In his turn, Mr. Al Arabi expressed the Arab League refusal of outside attempts of interference in the Syrian affairs and its support of reforms in Syria, hoping that Syria will overcome this crisis.
Since the beginning, the Baath has had a message

By Comrade Dr. Fawaz Suuyagh
Reserve member of Pan-Arab Leadership

When I was asked to write a subject for the Baath message. I remembered when I was a pupil at high school, fifty and a half years ago after joining Baath Arab Socialist Party. Then I was assigned to prepare a cultural subject about the “Baath Message”.

**The Baath has a message to Arab nation**

Indeed, I prepared a topic about the “Baath message”, according to our perceptions that time, in my city in the south of Jordan, which lacked the most basic requirements of civilization.

When I prepared the cultural topic about the Baath message. I only bore in my mind at that time that the Baath has a message to Arab nation. This message aims to restore Arab past glories, retrieve Arab unity and liberate the land from foreign occupiers because the majority of Arab countries at that time were under foreign occupations and mandates. Only Syrian Arab Republic and Lebanese Republic were independent, however this independence was new and these two countries had many problems and obstacles left by the French occupation and this prevented their development and progress.

**Baath message will free us from all forms of slavery and dependency**

At that time, My concept of Baath message was that it would free us from all forms of slavery, dependency and retardation and enable us to build a socialist unified free country which can achieve self-sufficiency and social justice for everyone. However, the reality was otherwise because of the development
of life, which requires more advancement in the intellectual and political
trends. Moreover, the road is long, difficult, hard, complicated and requires
efforts, struggle, sacrifices and hard work to overcome the many complicated
difficulties in our societies. Baath message is our hope to achieve what
the nation deserves, even at the expense of our comfort and our own
deliverance.

The individual deliverance will not be achieved unless the Nation is
delivered

We have always believed that deliverance is for the nation and the individual
will not be delivered unless his whole nation is delivered. We interacted with
every event in any Arab country whenever we heard about it.

There were no universities in Kingdom of Jordan, therefore students
spread in Arab countries for university study.

The comrades got documents which allowed them to join the Baathist
party organizations in those countries "because the belief of the Baath in
Arab world unity imposed upon it the belief in the Baath organizations
unity"

The comrades felt just like home among their comrades in those countries.
They lived the Baath life in all its details and merged in a real unity that
expressed the real objective of the Baath. They underwent the same suffering
experienced by those countries as the problems were similar and the
colonialism and its repressive methods are identical despite the difference
in language.

Baath message will complete its way in strengthening relation bridges

Despite all the conspiracies hatched against our Arab nation in order to cut
it apart and further subdivide it, we are all confident that the Baath message
will complete its way in planting hope in the Arab future and offering Arab
citizens the fact of political, economic and social reality through establishing
and strengthening communication bridges. Undoubtedly, this mission will
become true thanks to the Baathist's efforts in all parts of our great Arab
country.
National Leadership Activities

Comrade Abdullah al-Ahmar Assistant Secretary General of the Baath Arab Socialist Party accepted Condolences to the death of Comrade Mohammad Jaber Bajbuj member of the National Leadership

The national leadership of the Baath Arab Socialist Party established on Saturday and Sunday 16 and 2011/7/17 a funeral for the late Comrade Mohammed Jaber Bajbuj member of the National Leadership of the party, who died in Damascus on 2011/7/11.

The comrades who offered condolences are, Farouk al-Shara Vice President of the Republic, Mohamed Said Bekheit Al Assistant Regional Secretary of the party, and Suleiman Qaddah Vice-President of the National Progressive Front and a number of Secretary Generals of the Progressive National Front parties and the members of the Regional Leadership and a number of ministers.

The condolences were offered also by the leaders of the national party organizations in Palestine and Lebanon and secretaries of party branches in Damascus and its countryside, former leading figures in the party and state, a number of the heads of the popular organizations and trade unions, representatives of the social, cultural, and religious activities, senior officers in the army and police and a large crowd of mourners.
The late comrade
Mohammad Jaber Bajboj

- Date and Place of Birth: Daraa / 1933
- Marital Status: Married with four children
- Education: A Diploma in Physical Education / the higher Institute for Physical Education in Alexandria/Egypt.
- Elected as a member of Daraa’s Division in 1950
- Associate Director of Education / Daraa.
- Deputy Minister of Education
- A member of Daraa’s leadership in 1951 and Reelected in 1961
- Member of the party’s national leadership 1970
- Asia-African Chairman of the Committee of Solidarity
- Vice Chairman of the supporters of peace Board
- charged as the Assistant Regional Secretary of the Party
- A member of Al-Baath national leadership from 1980 till his death
- Contributed in the preparation of the Union Sports decree
- One of the founders of the Revolutionary Youth Union
- Contributed in the preparation and organization of the Baath Vanguard's Organization.
Democratic Socialist Unionist Party of Mauritania

On 2011/7/4, the Democratic Socialist Unionist Party of Mauritania the Welfare Party, the direct Democracy Party, in addition to the Popular Front Party organized a stance of solidarity and support of the Syrian people and their president Bashar Assad.

Dozens of the Mauritanians and Syrians participated in the stance, in which they expressed their pride for the steadfastness of president 'Assad' in confronting the risks of the Zionists and their allies.

The positions of Syria are honorable:

Comrade Mahfouz Ould Aaziz head of the Democratic Socialist Unionist Party spoke of the positions of Syria, saying that, “Syria deserves to stand by her as a reward for her great sacrifices, especially in Palestine and Lebanon.”

Syria is the frontline for the nation steadfastness:

Ould Aaziz added saying, “Syria is the only frontline for the steadfastness of our nation, she confronted the division project in Lebanon and thwarted it. Syria confronted also the occupying project to brotherly Iraq. So, Syria was supporter to all forms of the heroic Iraqi Resistance.”

We are not wondering today to see that all the tools of Zionist–American project have been working hard to harm Syria and its resistant project.

Popular Front Party denounces conspiracy against Syria:

Head of the Popular Front Party denounced the West conspiracy aimed at weakening every obstacle in the face of the Zionist power.

For his part, Mohammed Saeed al-Bunni, Syria’s Ambassador in Nouakchott said: “The attempts that have happened now to split and fragment the nation through various slogans are intended to weaken the power of the Arabs and Muslims. Syria also will be as she has always been immune against any conspiracy and strong in the face of those who wanted the partition, civil war and destruction for her.”
THE PARTY ORGANIZATIONS IN VENEZUELA

Intense Activity to Explain The Dimensions and Objectives of The Conspiracy

The party organization in Caracas held a solidarity ceremony with Syria where the Arab community participated in it. Telegrams of solidarity and support were sent by the participants to the Syrian embassy in Venezuela.

Syria will win over the conspiracy

Mr. Fernando Soto Rojas Head of the Venezuelan National Legislative Assembly, expressed his confidence that Syria will win over the international and regional Zionist-imperialist conspiracy which targets its resistant supporting stand.

Strife for justifying the interference

Rojas referred to the role of the Syrian people in confronting the conspiracy through their national unity to thwart the foreign and regional attempts which aim to destroy Syria.

Rojas called on the Venezuelan people to do an international awareness campaign to explain what is happening in Syria to work on the failure of the conspiracy hatched against it.

The Conspiracy Aims to Restore The Imperialist Power

Venezuela vice foreign minister confirmed that Syria is facing an international and regional conspiracy in collusion with some Arab media. He said: “the Conspiracy against Syria aims to restore the imperial power it lost as a result of the wrong foreign policy in the region by funding terrorist groups that are supported materially and by the media in order to weaken Syria and Arab resistance.”

Syria is capable of dealing with the conspiracy

The firm Syrian Arab stand and the strong will of the Syrian people under the leadership of his Excellency President Bashar Assad are capable of overcoming this conspiracy with reference to the economic, social and political reforms taken by the Syrian leadership.
United States of America has worked since its establishment to create a new Arab regimes under different names so that it can implement its imperialistic plans which serve Israel first and foremost. It is well known that U.S. policy in the Arab world based on strategic dimensions and coals threaten the Arab presence essence and elements. Hence comes the national responsibility of Arab intellectuals in producing the counter-strategy alternatives that would stop the fragmentation of the Arab world and its shredding to conflicted entities and subsidiary systems.

Baath Arab Socialist Party adopted the national approach and rejected Western intervention
All what happening in the Arab street has the fingerprint of Zionist – U.S. set to dominate and control the capabilities of Arab world, particularly that concerning Syria which is the only confrontation castle against the Zionist – U.S. hegemony. Syria has adopted the Arab National approach in its foreign policy and the Baath Arab Socialist Party was the representative of the ideas of nationalism and stimulated to fulfill them word and deed, as well as, defending the Arab rights and achieving the Arab Nation goal of unity from the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf.

Stability of the National Position
Syria, under the leadership of Baath Arab Socialist Party, has worked with all the national forces to instill the Arab nationalist ideology, and this is what made her the first goal of any decision or step taken by the United States of America who turned to tighten the noose on Syria through imposing sanctions by the Security Council, broadcasting policy of violence, weakening the national unity of the Syrian people and mobilizing the Arab and world media against her.

Syria is the only guarantee for the future of the Arab human
The Arab reality now need to look to the future that guarantees the Arab people humanity, citizenship and belonging, regardless of their doctrine or ideology. So, if the social and political forces missed this fact, the unity of national loyalty of the Arab nation will be present and constant for the Arab people and this is what terrorize the Zionist entity and the United States. The Palestinian reality is the greatest witness of that, in addition to the role of the West in dividing Sudan and Iraq.

Fabricating pretexts and excuses for intervention
What we see today in the Arab region is an organized destructive process of the United States, supported by the West, aimed at sabotaging the Arab political and economic system by adopting several pretexts to justify intervention in the affairs of other countries. The suspicious sequence of the outbreak of revolutions at once in a specific area has a serious economic importance for the world which has been planned by the United States and international Zionism.

Syria rejects Western intervention in Arab Decision
Syria who is facing the most difficult ordeals says no to U.S. and Western intervention in their affairs, and no to intervene in the Arab national resolution, because Syria is not alone, and all the honorable nationalists in the Arab world know that the United States wants to subdue and humiliate Syria in the name of democracy and the achievement of the demands of reform. Syria will continue to strive for a bright future for the Arab nation.